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Abstract

Understanding and modeling the mechanical behaviour of silicate glasses under both high
pressure (up to several GPa) and high strain rate (up to 10ˆ9 s-1) loading conditions en-
countered during hyperveloce impacts is of interest for applications such as high power laser
facility (National Ignition Facility in USA or Laser MegaJoule in France) or aerospace fields
(solar panel and window). Pure silica, borosilicate or soda lime glasses have been studied for
strain rate about 10ˆ5 s-1 using plate impact or explosive device to obtain Hugoniot curve
and observe failure wave mechanism. To study these materials under hyperveloce impact
conditions, laser shock experiments instrumented by VISAR and transverse shadowgraphy
were performed using high-power laser facilities. Pressures in the range of tens of GPa were
generated with very limited to no surface damage for pure silica glass. Laser shock experi-
ments allow for the recovering of the impacted sample for post-mortem investigations such
as 3D confocal Raman spectroscopy to study for instance residual structural modifications.
Raman spectroscopy results are presented for different loading conditions and discussed in
the light of the literature (quasi-static loading and thermal history). Furthermore the time
scale compatibility of both laser shock tests and Molecular Dynamic simulations offers a real
opportunity for a comparison and discussion of the results in terms of residual densification
ratio and structural modifications.
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